
595-246-E
2023-01-11Aluminium Bowsprit kit

Tools Required:
Saw   Screwdriver torx
Drill    Hammer
Ø 6.5 mm drill bit Pop Rivet Gun

Assembly 
1. Find the correct length, see table 2 (DBS + USL). When in doubt, contact dealer.

2. Mark the length of the extrusion, see table 1 for reductions.  
 (Use a paper as a guide as fig. 1). Cut the extrusion.

3. Mark the holes for the rivets, according to table 1.

4. Drill the holes with a Ø 6.5 mm drill bit.

5. Fit the inboard end with pop-rivets and punch out the mandrel heads. 

Tab. 1

www.seldenmast.com

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Parts included in kit
Extrusion with outboard end fitted
Inboard end 
Fasteners 
Pad eyes (screw M6 not incl.)

72/72 and 99/99 75/75 and 87/87

Assembly instruction

Bowsprit size A D Extrusion length
G072 29 40 XL = POA - 78
G075 30 40 XL = POA - 78
G087 34 20 XL = POA - 122
G099 39 20 XL = POA - 158
G120 47 25 XL = POA - 63

POA

XLFLD

Fig. 1

SPL – FL = SLExtru-
sion

48/48 SPL – (110 + 110) = extrusion length

Fig. 3

Spinnaker pole kit A
Assembly instructions for kit spinnaker poles

Fig. 2

Fig. 1

Tools Required:

Hack Saw
Drill + Ø4 mm drill bit
Screwdriver
Hammer
Small adjustable spanner.

1. Mark the extrusion (use a paper as a
guide as Fig. 2). Cut the extrusion to
length. 

2. Slide in the plastic pole savers and
insert the end fittings. On 72 mm &
84 mm dia poles, the plunger is held
in place by the section. Drill two
Ø4 mm holes at each end of the extru-
sion in the tiny longitudinal grooves
which run the length of the extrusion,
as in Fig. 3. If using 60 mm dia tube,

use 3 screws evenly spaced round at
each end.

3. Push the pole savers against the end
fittings and lock them in position by
deforming the tracks with a screw-
driver (Fig. 3).

4. Measure the midpoint of the
extrusion, drill two Ø4 mm holes in
the grooves and fit the lift eye (and
downhaul eye if any). 
A downhaul eye is not required if a
downhaul bridle is to be used. (If two
eyes are required space them 10 mm
on each side of the midpoint.)

5. Attach the release line, with slack
approximately as shown in Fig. 1.

If a bridle is required:

The bridle is not included in this
kit. Bridle kit part number: 
602-002-02.

Fit the bridle as in Fig. 1. 
The total length of the bridle should
be equal to the total length of the
spinnaker pole. Do not cut the excess
wire until the clamps are fitted and
tightened. The clamps should be
covered by the enclosed heat shrink.
The heat shrink should be pushed
over the clamp and heated carefully
over a candle or burner.

FL = length of end fittings
SL = length of extrusion
SPL = overall length of spinnaker pole
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60/60 SPL – (130 + 130) = extrusion length

72/72 SPL – (140 + 140) = extrusion length

84/84 SPL – (165 + 165) = extrusion length
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